






 
 

Global Status of Online Rate Parity  

The current OTA share of APAC online hotel bookings is 73% up from 70% in 2014.1 

The current hotel distribution landscape is a global patchwork of regulations of rate parity clauses 

and OTA behaviours2.

 

  

In Europe, several national jurisdictions (France, Austria, Belgium and Italy) prohibit all OTA parity 

clauses outright, with two more Switzerland having announced concrete plans to follow suit. 

In Germany decisions by the competition regulator only apply to certain OTAs (HRS and 

Booking.com), while other OTAs continue to use wide and narrow rate parity clauses within the 

German market. In Sweden, the Swedish Patent and Market Court issued its judgement forbidding 

Booking.com to impose parity clauses in its contracts with hotels from 20 October 2018 onwards. 

                                                           
1 Expedia 2017 
2 http://www.hotelnewsnow.com/Articles/27374/Rate-paritys-legal-landscape 



 
 
In Australia, New Zealand, and the European Union, Booking.com and Expedia have, in agreement 

with regulators, adopted only narrow rate parity clauses. In other major markets, however, these 

OTAs continue to use wide rate parity clauses. 

Some smaller OTAs continue to use wide parity clauses across all markets, except where they are 

banned. 

 

Countries where narrow and wide rate parity clauses are strictly prohibited: 

 France – July 2015 – The “Macron Law,” which outlawed all rate parity clauses, was adopted 

in July 2015. 

 Austria – November 2016 – Austria amended the Competition Law to outlaw all rate parity 

clauses in November 2016. 

 Italy – August 2017 – The Competition and Market Law, which outlawed all rate parity 

clauses, was adopted in August 2017. 

 Belgium - 20 July 2018 – The Belgian federal parliament adopted by unanimous vote a new 

law banning rate parity clauses from contracts between online booking platforms and tourist 

accommodation providers. This legislative move was initiated by Horeca Bruxelles/Brussel, 

Horeca Vlaanderen and Horeca Wallonie, with the support of the Belgian consumer 

organisation ‘Test Achat’.  

Countries where rate parity clauses are prohibited for some OTAs: 

 Germany – December 2013 – The Federal Competition Authorities prohibited all parity 

clauses used by HRS, a major German OTA. December 2015 – The Federal Competition 



 
 

Authorities ordered Booking.com to remove all rate parity clauses from its contracts before 

January 31, 2016. A temporary injunction in May 2016 by Booking.com was unsuccessful; 

the decision remains in force, though a full appeal may still be pending. 

 Sweden  - In late July, 2018, the Swedish Patent and Market Court issued its judgement 

forbidding Booking.com to impose parity clauses in its contracts with hotels from 20 October 

2018 onwards. 

Countries where Booking.com and Expedia have agreed to use only narrow rate parity clauses: 

 European Union – June to July 2015 – In agreement with regulators in Italy, Sweden, and 

France, Booking.com changed its rate parity clauses in Europe from wide to narrow at the 

end of June 2015. Expedia followed suit shortly thereafter at the beginning of July 2015. 

 Australia – September 2016 – Expedia and Booking.com agreed to amend their contracts 

from wide to narrow rate parity clauses, after an investigation by the Australia consumer 

watchdog.  Removal of rate parity clauses is the subject of an ongoing review. 

Investigation is ongoing with the ACCC instituting proceedings in the Federal Court against 

Trivago on the 23 August 2018. The ACCC alleges that from at least December 2013, Trivago 

ran TV advertisements presenting its website as an impartial and objective price comparison 

service that would help consumers identify the cheapest prices for hotel rooms when, in 

fact, Trivago's website prioritised advertisers who were willing to pay the highest cost per 

click fee to Trivago. 

 New Zealand – October 2016 – Expedia and Booking.com subsequently agreed to amend 

price and availability clauses to be in line with their approach in Europe and Australia. 

Countries where plans to ban rate parity have been announced: 

 Switzerland – March 2017 – A Council of States Resolution on March 6, 2017, instructed the 

Federal Council to submit legislative amendments that would prohibit rate parity clauses in 

contracts between online booking platforms and hotels. 

Countries where rate parity has not been regulated: 

 USA – February 2014 – In the USA, no uniform regulation of rate parity clauses has emerged. 

In February 2014, a significant antitrust case against 22 travel brands including Marriott, 

Expedia, and Priceline was dismissed, which reduced pressure for regulation in the country. 

 Latin America – Rate parity clauses are widespread and not specifically regulated in Latin 

American countries. 

 UK - The Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) in the UK launched its investigation into 

hotel booking sites on 27 October 2017. In late June 2018 it announced it is commenced 

enforcement action against a number of hotel booking sites that it believes may be breaking 

consumer protection law. 

As part of its ongoing investigation, the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) has 

identified widespread concerns, including: 



 
 

 Search results:  to what extent search results are influenced by factors that may not be 

relevant to the customer’s requirements, such as the amount of commission a hotel pays 

the site. 

 Pressure selling: creating a false impression of room availability or rushing customers into 

making a booking decision. 

 Discount claims: whether the discount claims made on sites offer a fair comparison for 

customers.  

 Hidden charges: the extent to which sites include all costs in the price they first show 

customers or whether people are later faced with unexpected fees, such as taxes or booking 

fees. 

The CMA will be requiring the sites to take action to address its concerns, where they are believed to 

be breaking consumer protection law. The CMA continues to assess the evidence it has gathered on 

the practices of other online hotel booking sites and could launch further enforcement cases in due 

course. 

Though not an exhaustive list of all the countries currently facing and adapting to changes in OTA 

behaviour and legal proceedings regarding rate parity, this research on major global markets does 

reveal that rate parity is clearly a thing of the past in some areas of the world and on shaky legal 

ground in others. 
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